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Abstract—Recently, lots of micro-blog message sharing applications have emerged on the web. Users can publish short messages freely and get notified by the subscriptions instantly. Prominent examples include Twitter, Facebook's statuses, and Sina Weibo in China. The Micro-blog platform becomes a useful service for real time information creation and propagation. However, these messages' short length and dynamic characters have posed great challenges for effective content understanding. Additionally, the noise and fragments make it difficult to discover the temporal propagation trail to explore development of micro-blog messages.

In this paper, we propose a provenance model to capture connections between micro-blog messages. Provenance refers to data origin identification and transformation logging, demonstrating of great value in recent database and workflow systems. To cope with the real time micro-message deluge, we utilize a novel message grouping approach to encode and maintain the provenance information. Furthermore, we adopt a summary index and several adaptive pruning strategies to implement efficient provenance updating. Based on the index, our provenance solution can support rich query retrieval and intuitive message tracking for effective message organization. Experiments conducted on a real dataset verify the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of social media sites and ubiquitous smart mobile devices, lots of micro-blog sharing applications have emerged on the web. For example, status features are common in social community sites (Facebook, Google Plus), and prominent micro-blog statuses are pervasive in Twitter, and Sina Weibo in China1. Micro-blog services enable users to publish and receive statuses in an intuitive and easy way. They can then comment or re-share these posts. Just at the age of five, Twitter now has 230 million tweets a day from more than 100 million users [1]. The massive social activities and user interests are well reflected in this torrent of messages. Recently, researchers have conducted some analytic work on a variety of directions in this social lens. For example, social science, stock market predication and user sentiment monitoring in [2], [3].

Micro-blog messages are short and temporal. In rapid changing scenarios, lots of events appear and soon are replaced by other newly emerging topics. The noise and short snippets are also inevitable. In Figure 1, we present a micro-blog message searching example, where several Twitter messages related to a baseball game between Yankee and Redsox 2 are returned. We can find some well written messages and also several emotional phrases and short noise. Users can re-share and comment the previous messages, i.e., last item (original previous message staring with 'RT').

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arthezog OLD</td>
<td>02:28:22</td>
<td>Can't believe those #redsox. Argh!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dims</td>
<td>01:18:11</td>
<td>#redsox sigh!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abclude</td>
<td>00:23:58</td>
<td>Classy. Way it should be RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wharman</td>
<td>00:18:57</td>
<td>Lester down #redsox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dims</td>
<td>03:19:03</td>
<td>unbelievable!! #redsox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stevebowdell</td>
<td>02:56:26</td>
<td>high #redsox</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Common Micro-blog Message Search

The traditional keyword search approach may fail in micro-blog scenario due to several reasons. First, only 140 characters are allowed in each message, which sets obstacles for users to easily understand these short messages. More severe issue is that the instant publishing and open broadcasting characters of micro-blog make it vulnerable to noisy and low quality messages. Several short emotional messages appear in Figure 1. Second, micro-blog messages are easy to propagate. The re-sharing and diffusion behaviors are common on micro-blog services. Breaking news can reach a large number of audience in a short time. But at the same time, the development and


2http://it.pku.edu.cn/tweet/search/ or http://[2001:da8:201:1203::138]/tweet (IPV6)
changes during it may split. It becomes a difficult task for users to effectively understand micro-blog messages and grasp the context of their topical themes.

In a recent study, the authors found that breaking events and famous stars were popular on Twitter messages and users always monitor these events by repeated searches [4]. This differs from traditional web search behaviors and makes the micro-blog search more challenging. Better content organization of these short messages and more intuitive exploration methods are thus necessary.

In this paper, we propose a provenance based indexing approach to explore and manage the micro-blog messages. Provenance discovery [5], [6] is an important technique to derive the source and transformation from large amounts of data. Provenance information describes the origin and the development of data in their life cycles. It has been demonstrated useful in many domains, such as business workflow, scientific processing and database query analysis. For example, information about provenance can serve as the basis of data results correctness and in turn, determine the quality of the final outputs. Here we introduce a provenance model over micro-blog messages to capture the messages’ development. The development can be captured by means of temporal grouping and alignment of related messages, i.e., a kind of connection discovery to explore the temporal context of messages. Here, related messages are extracted and organized in an ordered structure. The latter incoming messages are connected with previous related ones.

Shown in Figure 2, we depict a search case of provenance model, where groups of relevant messages are returned as result items 3. In each returned item, we have some related messages (top frequent words are shown as the summary) and especially preserve the connections between them (i.e., the lower part in this figure). These connections contain the topical or temporal relevance, such as re-sharing and common topics, which can reveal the development of dynamic micro-blog streams. Through this rich structure and the extracted summarization, the meaning of returned items are more vivid and the temporal development of each item is easy to grasp.

The provenance discovery can bring a variety of advantages to current micro-blog platforms:

- **Rich Context Summarization**: With the help of provenance discovery, we are able to extract the related messages and previous context. These grouped messages are usually of great use in extracting the context and underlying themes. This is beneficial for message understanding.

- **Development and Feedback Exploration**: The rapid developing events are significant parts in micro-blog messages. Usually users find it difficult to fully understand the background and development of events. Through provenance discovery, we can extract the information cascading path and temporal development trails, which are intuitive for storyline exploration and development visualization. The user comments in provenance paths are

3http://t.pku.edu.cn/tweet/prov/
underlying provenance trails. At last, the messages in micro-blog services are always in a raging torrent. In order to cope with it, efficient processing methods with low overhead are required.

In this paper, following the proposed provenance concept model, we design a practical indexing scheme to extract and maintain the provenance information. The introduced indexing module acts as an additional engine besides the common micro-blog message retrieval counterpart. It receives incoming messages and updates their connections with prior items. We propose a message grouping strategy to preserve the provenance information. To efficiently cope with the message stream, we adopt several efficient pruning methods to reduce the maintenance overhead.

The contributions of this paper are listed as follows.

- We introduce a novel micro-blog provenance model. It embeds the rich interactions of micro-blog messages into a provenance discovery framework. The representation method and structure meaning of it are also concerned. This provides a new organization viewpoint of dynamic micro-blog messages.
- An efficient provenance indexing method for extraction and maintenance is utilized. We design a summary index to encode the provenance information. And we further adopt the provenance search method based on the proposed index. How new features and evidences from this kind of grouped messages will improve the micro-blog search is also discussed.
- Extensive experimental studies on real dataset are conducted. The results verify the effectiveness and efficiency over high volume message torrent. The applicability over other social media data is also promising.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the related literature. Then we introduce the notions in Section III. In Section IV, we provide details of provenance discovery and index management solutions. The provenance maintenance and query support are revealed in Section V. Experiments are then reported in Section VI. At last, we conclude this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

This work is broadly related to some research areas. Here we review them below:

Provenance Information Discovery: Provenance describes the origin and development of data in their processing circle. The curated databases and workflow systems employ provenance to track the source and transformation of data results [7], [5]. Recent years have witnessed the progress of different provenance concept models, extraction and maintenance methods [8], [9], [10], [11]. In social media domain, information streams have active participation and frequent updates. But the complex development and high volume characters prohibit traditional provenance methods [12], [13]. In this paper, we propose the use of micro-blog message’s development trails and a well designed summary index structure to aid provenance discovery.

Dynamics and Diffusion in Social Media: The emerging of recent social media data changes the way of content creation and consumption. Lots of users generate and distribute the online content. Real world events are also remarkably reflected in user’s online content generation. To analyze and understand them, burst event detection and information cascading mining have become hot topics recently [1], [14].

In [15], the authors investigated the phrase spreading over blog networks and found it had comparable scope and better quality over traditional news media agents. In [16], a two-phase information spreading model was analyzed on a large scale Twitter dataset. A recent user case study found users in social media always kept re-search queries in Twitter to understand the development of news events [4]. However, most of these analysis and mining work are placed in an off-line mode. In this paper we focus on the practical indexing support for online dynamic monitoring and latter query/discovery tasks. The provenance information collection and indexing approach used in this paper could facilitate further dynamics analysis and content enrichment.

Micro-blog Data Management: Micro-blog messages are generally short and noisy, which is a remarkable character of recent social media content. In [17], Chen et al. presented a partial indexing design to immediately classify the incoming tweet content into high quality and noisy ones. The former category is indexed in real time and the latter one in a batch way. Other common approaches include [18], [19], where topic model methods are used to to extract theme concepts. The expertise of message authors, the feedbacks and broadcasting scope of a message are helpful to separate high quality content from tweet streams [20]. However, these methods have drawbacks. Context and evolution of dynamic messages are missing. The item based ranking or simple grouping methods are incapable of trail discovery. The provenance indexing proposed in this paper can explicitly represent the structure connections. We can better utilize them to organize the content and enrich the information discovery for latter analysis and querying support.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce the provenance concepts used in micro-blog messages.

Table I lists some messages talking about baseball game between “Yankee and Redsox”, which has been mentioned in Figure 1 and 2. There are not only simple text messages, but also some ones associated with annotated indicants. For example, we find RT, hashtag or URL. Hashtag (started with ‘#’) and URL point out the references or topics of the message. RT is the action of re-sharing a previous message. It outputs a new message based on the previous one by adding some comment or skipping comment with ‘RT’ ahead of the previous text. For example, message posted by user ‘abcdude’ is a re-sharing one , derived from user AmalieBenjamin’s post.
Continuing micro-blog messages form a stream. We define the concept of message stream as follows:

Definition 1 (Micro-blog Message Stream): A Micro-blogMessageStream is a line of micro-blog messages $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_i, t_n$ ordered by the published date, in which each message $t_i$ is represented as a multi-field tuple $[\text{date}, \text{user}, \text{msg}, \text{urls}, \text{hashtags}, \text{rt}]$. They are categorized as date, user message text(user, msg) and the annotated indicators(urls, hashtag or RT) respectively.

Micro-blog messages inside the stream are not isolated. They connect with others through explicit RT relation or implicit topic related links. Given two micro-blog messages $t_i$ and $t_j$, and $t_j$ posted later than $t_i$, connection types between them can be categorized in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Message Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bren024</td>
<td>2009-09-26 01:06:11</td>
<td>WHEW!! RT @MLB: RT @IanMBrowne X-rays on Lester negative. Contusion of the right quad. Day to Day. #redsox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abcdude</td>
<td>2009-09-26 00:23:58</td>
<td>Classy. Way it should be RT @AmalieBenjamin: Lester getting an ovation from the #Yankee Stadium crowd as he gets to his feet. #redsox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TonyStarks40</td>
<td>2009-07-21 01:49:05</td>
<td>Yankee Magic, you can only find it at Yankee Stadium! THE YANKEEEEEEEEEESS WIN!!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
DIFFERENT CONNECTIONS BETWEEN MICRO-BLOG MESSAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>$t_j$ re-shares $t_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>$\text{url}(t_j) \setminus \text{url}(t_i) \neq \emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hashtag</td>
<td>$\text{hashtag}(t_j) \setminus \text{hashtag}(t_i) \neq \emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text</td>
<td>$\text{text}(t_j) \setminus \text{text}(t_i) \neq \emptyset$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The connections between micro-blog messages represent a kind of continuing information development. RT either directly re-shares the previous message or at the same time, adds some comments. The common URLs, hashtags and words used can measure the similar topics they convey.

Harnessing the connections between these messages can benefit in the discussed context understanding and development trail extraction. Recently there have been some research work in message connection behavior extraction [16], [21], however, these previous studies are isolated and rather limited. Here we combine multiple connection indicants and propose a general provenance model to represent these connections.

Data Provenance has two broad categories of view, i.e., the source provenance for data origin finding and transformation provenance for development trail monitoring [5]. We use the latter line to model message connections and temporal interactions in micro-blog services.

Definition 2 (Micro-blog Message Provenance): In micro-blog message streams, we connect new messages with prior ones through some defined connections. Connection scores between two messages $t_i$ and $t_j$ are derived from RT, hashtag, url or word similarities. Provenance preserves the message development trail in this way.

To extract the provenance information, most of the existing techniques are classified by their choices to provenance record-
nance information collection and discovery. The provenance information is preserved within the bundle, in the form of message connections. We also extract the summary of bundles to facilitate the new message insertion. In Figure 3, we display a case of provenance bundle. Messages are connected with previous ones and placed in a compact tree structure. As shown in this figure, we can find the extracted hashtags and web page URLs for the Yankee & Redsox related message group. They are extracted to support the connection finding and the bundle summarization.

To implement provenance support in micro-blog messages, the most important component is effective finding and preserving provenance bundles from incoming micro-blog message streams. At the same time, an efficient solution is required to cope with high volume challenge. In the next two subsequent sections, we will provide details of provenance indexing maintenance and manipulating operations. The introduced bundle is also used as a basic retrieval unit for micro-blog message search. The relatedness and ranking features to evaluate the similarity between messages will be discussed later.

IV. PROVENANCE-BASED INDEXING

This section presents methods used in provenance information discovery. We first outline the framework for provenance summary index construction and bundle information updating. Then we present a indexing structure to support efficient bundle updating and later retrieval operations. The detailed algorithms for bundle processing in new message routing and allocation are discussed.

A. System Framework

Given the aforementioned concepts, we depict our provenance-based indexing framework in Figure 4. It is divided into two parts, i.e., the on-disk storage back-end and in-memory processing unit. The in-memory unit has a summary index to manage bundle collections and a bundle pool to maintain fresh bundles. The back-end bundle storage is used to keep finished bundles that no longer receive updates. The provenance indexing framework acts as an additional processing engine, independent of common text based micro-blog indexing and retrieval systems.

In a practical micro-blog provenance discovery system. Incoming message torrents and a variety of connection types make it challenging. Here the bundle summary index retains enough indicants to aid the new messages routing and efficiently placing them into appropriate bundles. If found, the new messages are inserted into the most appropriate one. If no such bundle exist, new bundle will be created. Bundles are retained in memory for fast match and insertion. After some iterations of new message processing, some old bundles will be eliminated or flushed back into disk.

B. Provenance Summary Index

Here we discuss the details of summary index in provenance discovery. Discussed in Section III, each bundle extracts some connection indicants for new message match and insertion. The summary index is collected from indicant summaries of bundles.

Figure 5 illustrates a diagram of summary index. In the shown example, some keywords and hashtags, i.e., “redsox”, “yankee” and URL are extracted and inserted in the summary index. The summary index has top level keys with the bundle indicants, such as hashtags, URLs and keywords. More system specific fields can also be included, like the RT information or manually defined message groups. The indexed items are associated with underlying bundles. In each key’s index field, bundles having the indicants are enumerated.

C. Message Match with Bundles

Given a new micro-blog message, the summary index first extract the connection indicants from new message, i.e., hash-
tag, URL, keywords or RT. Then the indicants’ corresponding bundles in the summary index are selected. For each hashtag, URL or keyword found from the new message, we fetch an associated candidate bundle list from summary index. We then measure the bundle’s relevance based on connection similarity and other factors, such as bundle size and bundle timeliness.

**Algorithm 1** New Message Match with Bundle

**Input:** new incoming message \( t \)

1. {Step 1. fetch candidate bundles }
2. for indi\( \text{c} \)ant \( \in t \) do
3. for item \( \in \text{indi\( \text{c} \)ant} \) do
4. bundle\_list \( \leftarrow I_{\text{indi\( \text{c} \)ant}}[\text{item}] \)
5. for id \( \in \text{bundle\_list}\_\text{keys}() \) do
6. candidate\_list.append(id)
7. end for
8. end for
9. end for
10. {Step 2. select bundle, insert message}
11. bundle = select\_max\_score(candidate\_list, \( t \))
12. if bundle is null then
13. bundle \( \leftarrow \) new bundle,
14. bundle \( \leftarrow t \)
15. update index.
16. else
17. bundle \( \leftarrow t \)
18. end if
19. {Step 3. update summary index }
20. for indi\( \text{c} \)ant \( \in t \) do
21. for item \( \in \text{indi\( \text{c} \)ant} \) do
22. \( I_{\text{indi\( \text{c} \)ant}}[\text{item}] \leftarrow t \)
23. end for
24. end for
25. return

The message match process is sketched in Algorithm 1. This process is divided into three stages. They are, candidate bundles fetching (Line 1-9), bundle scoring and insertion(Line 11 – 18), and the final index updating (Line 20 – 24). When a new message is inserted into a bundle, the affected indexed items in the summary index will be updated. If no such item exists in the summary index, a new index item will be added.

In the above Algorithm 1, we wrap a scoring function, select\_max\_score, which is used to rank the best suitable bundle for a new message. It evaluates the relevance between the new coming message and a candidate bundle. Equation 1 shows how some factors are combined in this function.

\[
S(t, B) = \alpha |url(t) \cap url(B)| + \beta |tag(t) \cap tag(B)| + \gamma |date(t) - date(B)| + \ldots
\]

where \( B \) represents a candidate bundle and \( t \) is the incoming micro-blog message. The function aggregates some indicant closeness measuring functions. Here we only present the URL, hashtag and date as examples. We combine the overlap of URLs and hashtags of the new message and the candidate bundle. The time difference between them is also taken into consideration. The intuition behind is, under similar overlapping conditions of URLs and hashtags, a fresh bundle is more suitable to match with. The \( \alpha, \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are parameters to tune the weight, which can be manually set to reflect system requirements.

Our index structure differs from traditional inverted index in the following aspects. First, we have feature selection flexibility and weighting variety. Besides the common hashtag and URL, other closeness indicants can also be freely incorporated into this summary index for versatile match implementation. For example, the selected keywords from user or automatic assignment and other message grouping methods. Second, bundle’s timeliness has been considered. As a non-indexed factor, this can be incorporated after the candidate bundle fetching.

**D. Message Allocation within the Bundle**

After selecting a bundle to match the new message, inserting the message into the suitable position inside this bundle is also not trivial. Since there are usually several message nodes inside a bundle, choosing the suitable one to align the new message requires similarity and other metrics.

Shown in Figure 3, a new message needs to compare its content and date closeness with existing members of the bundle. Here we design a solution with multiple steps: collecting each message’s match information; calculating the similarity in the message candidate set; selecting the most similar one and finally placing the new message. The operations are summarized in Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 2** Message Allocation inside the Bundle

**Input:** chosen bundle \( B \)

1. for msg \( \in B.\text{msg}\_\text{list} \) do
2. if \( t \cap \text{msg} \neq \emptyset \) then
3. candidate\_list \( \leftarrow \text{msg} \)
4. end if
5. end for
6. top\_msg = get\_max(candidate\_list)
7. connect top\_msg with \( t \)
8. if \( t.\text{date} > B.\text{end}\_\text{time} \) then
9. \( B.\text{end}\_\text{time} = t.\text{date} \)
10. end if
11. if \( t.\text{date} < B.\text{start}\_\text{time} \) then
12. \( B.\text{start}\_\text{time} = t.\text{date} \)
13. end if
14. return

In the placing operations, we measure the similarity between messages with the intersection operation on the connection indicators (i.e., hashtag and URLs). The calculation procedure is a weighted combination of similarities from different indicators. In the Equation 5, we aggregate the similarities from the URL and hashtag set scores.
We use function $U(t_i, t_j)$ to measure the percentage of shared URLs between message $t_i$ and $t_j$.

$$U(t_i, t_j) = \frac{|\text{url}(t_i) \cap \text{url}(t_j)|}{|\text{url}(t_i)|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Similarly, function $H(t_i, t_j)$ to indicate the percentage of shared hashtags between message $t_i$ and $t_j$.

$$H(t_i, t_j) = \frac{|\text{tag}(t_i) \cap \text{tag}(t_j)|}{|\text{tag}(t_i)|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Another factor considered is the time closeness of two messages. It is intuitive to match the new message with fresh messages. We use a function $T$ to measure this factor. A simple strategy is the inversion of time span between two messages, shown below:

$$T(t_i, t_j) = \frac{1}{|\text{date}(t_i) - \text{date}(t_j)| + 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\text{date}(t_i)$ represents the post time of message $t_i$.

We then integrate the above factors with weighting parameters into a equation to measure the similarity of two messages.

$$S(t_i, t_j) = \alpha U(t_i, t_j) + \beta H(t_i, t_j) + \gamma T(t_i, t_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\alpha, \beta, \gamma$ are tuning parameters to weight the importance of different factors.

V. PROVENANCE MAINTENANCE AND RETRIEVAL SUPPORT

Given more and more incoming micro-blog messages, we generate a growing number of provenance bundles in memory. Feasible cleaning and backup is necessary to meet the stability requirement of provenance discovery. In this section, we come up with several maintenance solutions of summary index module. These extensions are build upon the aforementioned provenance discovery module.

We first discuss a statistics study on the provenance bundles and then introduce some maintenance approaches. Based on the summary index, the query support is also touched on at the end of this section.

A. Characters of Provenance Bundle

After the processing of bundle discovery and message match/allocation algorithms discussed in Section IV, we analyze the size and time span of the generated bundles. In a simulation experiment on some real micro-blog messages, we bulk about 700k messages into the memory and compare the provenance bundles. The experimental setup and dataset description are described Section VI. We do not set any restriction of the bundle size and message match here. From this stream of micro-blog messages, we found about 30k bundles.

Figure 6 depicts the bundle size distribution and the time span of these bundles. The bundle size is measured by the number of messages inside each bundle. And the time span indicates last update time of each bundle. We find that: a remarkable proportion of the bundle sets are in small size, and also a significant number has median count of messages. Only a small proportion of these bundles are large. Most of the bundles no longer get updating after some time.

These characters of the provenance bundle probably reveal the temporal dynamics of micro-blog messages. Besides some breaking or hot events, represented by large bundles, most of bundles are about common temporal topics and in a controllable size. We can utilize them to design our optimization strategies in provenance maintenance. We select old bundles from the bundle pool in memory and backup them onto disk. At the same time, we refine the bundles in memory through filtering small and old ones.

These operations can reduce the size of summary index overhead and at the same time avoid the severe decline of provenance discovery accuracy.
B. Bundle Pool Constraint

Here we describe the details of our optimization methods. We periodically check the memory status to monitor the provenance bundle consumption. In these checks, when the bundle number in the memory exceeds a pre-defined threshold, an refinement procedure will be invoked. It scans the bundles and eliminates those with less chance to be updated, i.e., receive new messages. The corresponding index items will also be updated. In these eliminated bundles, tiny old ones are directed deleted and those median bundles are backup onto disk.

We set a refining condition to achieve this goal. Bundles with messages published earlier than a predefined time span, and at the same time the bundle size smaller than a threshold, will be recognized as aging tiny one and be eliminated directly. After that, if the size of bundle pool is still at a high level, we will rank the remaining bundles and continue the elimination until the bundle pool size is smaller than a defined bound.

The metrics of this ranking combines both the bundles’ time and size information. To rank the updating probability of bundles, we define a function \( G \) as follows:

\[
G(B) = curr - date(B) + 1/|B|
\]

where \( B \) is the bundle evaluated by function \( G \), \( date(B) \) is the latest updating time of messages in bundle \( B \), \( curr \) is the current time. For any bundle \( B \), the higher function \( G(B) \) scores, the more likely it will not be updated in the future and the more possible we eliminate it in a refinement operation. The remaining bundles will be sorted by the ranking score in a descending order. Then we fetch bundles from the top and delete them until the bundle pool size is smaller than a defined bound.

Besides these two maintenance rules, we also adopt the bundle size constraint to avoid huge group of messages. In provenance bundle pools, sometimes the incoming messages talking a hot event can make a bundle grow into a huge group. The materialization and analysis will stumble on these big bundles. For bundles exceeding a size threshold, we do not insert new messages into them and mark the closed state of them. We control the size of our bundle by set a maximum bundle size. If a bundle reaches the threshold, we will make it an isolated one. In our system, we set a closed tag for such bundles to indicate whether new tweets can be inserted in. In next bundle pool scan, they will be backup onto disk.

We summarize the above bundle pool maintenance operations in Algorithm 3. The refining process can be divided into two stages. The first stage(Line 1 – 11) is eliminating the aging and tiny bundles. The bundle which is both aging and tiny will be deleted directly and the deleted bundle counter \( count \) will be updated. Other bundles will be inserted into a candidate queue and evaluated by function \( G \). In the second stage(Line 12 – 17), the candidate queue is sorted based on the items’ scores of function \( G \) in descending order. Then the lower bound of eliminating number will be checked. If it is not fulfilled, the item at the head of the queue will be eliminated until the lower bound is reached.

### Algorithm 3 Refinement Process for Bundle Pool

**Input:** Bundle Pool \( P \)
- Limitation of Bundle Pool Size \( M \)
- Current Date \( curr \)
- Bundle Refining Size \( R \)
- Bundle Refine Time \( T \)

1. \( count = 0 \)
2. for \( b \in P \) do
   - if \( curr - date(b) > T \land |b| < R \) then
     - \( B.delete(b) \)
   - \( count++ = 1 \)
   - else if \( curr - date(b) > T \land status(b) == closed \) then
     - \( \text{dump} \) to disk
   - else
     - \( \text{score} = G(b) \)
     - \( \text{refine.waiting.list} \leftarrow ((b, \text{score})) \)
   - end if
3. \( \text{end for} \)
4. \( \text{refine.waiting.list.sort}() \)
5. while \( count < \text{refine.lower.limit} \) do
   - \( b \leftarrow \text{pop refine.waiting.list} \)
   - \( P.delete(b) \)
   - \( count++ = 1 \)
7. \( \text{end while} \)
8. \( \text{return} \)

In order to assure the efficiency of our provenance index system, the bundle pool refinement will not be carried out until there are enough bundles. We set a lower bound for the number of bundles to invoke the checking procedure. This mechanism avoids the problem of frequent bundle scanning operation.

C. Bundle Retrieval

Important usage of summary index support is the bundle based micro-blog message search. Given a user input query \( q \), summary index returns a list of relevant bundles as the search result, instead of previous simple message list.

We can represent a bundle with a group of micro-blog messages and compare its textual relevance with input query. Further more, the rich structure and indicants preserved in provenance bundle can also enrich the retrieval experience and ranking quality. In Equation 7, the overall relevance function between input query \( r \) and candidate bundle \( B \), \( r(q, B) \) can be aggregated from several aspects.

\[
r(q, B) = \alpha \ast s(q, B) + \beta \ast i(q, B) + (1 - \alpha - \beta) \ast t(B)
\]

where \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) are tuning parameters between 0 and 1.

Here, we combine the common textual similarity used in retrieval (the function \( s(\ast, \ast) \)) and the indicant closeness from summary index (the function \( i(\ast, \ast) \)). The third function \( t(\ast) \)
represents the freshness, which also attributes to the evaluation function.

To present the performance of bundle based query, we set up a demo site 4 to display the bundles found. The input query will return a list of bundles and each bundle shows the top indicators (Hashtags, URLs). The visualized tree structure of provenance bundle can also be found. Snapshots are demonstrated in Figure 2 and cases in experimental study.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In this section, we report the empirical study conducted on real micro-blog dataset. We test the performance of bundle index and the viability of provenance discovery.

A. Dataset and Experiment Setup

According to a recent report of the latest micro-blog platform development, in Oct 2011, more than 230 million messages are posted on Twitter every day [1]. Here in the experiment, we use a real dataset to simulate this message stream. The collecting process had been proceeded before October 2009 through Twitter’s API and has more than 25 million messages [22], [17]. We select a two-month period of messages in this dataset, August and September in 2009. Each day has about 70k messages. Without explicit mention, all the following experiments are conducted on this subset.

We conduct the experiments on an x64 Linux server with eight core CPUs and 32G memory. Codes are developed with Python and Django 5. We implement the query support using Lucene 6.

The simulation experiment runs as follows. We import the micro-blog messages into the system in a temporally ordered sequence. The latest message’s date is simulated as the system’s current date. To test the performance of provenance extraction methods, we compare three different implementations:

- **Full Index**: We do not limit summary index and bundle pool size. This method is a baseline for provenance discovery. Derived from our proposed provenance model, the message connections extracted in this method are treated as the ground truth for further evaluation of the approximation methods we used.
- **Partial Index**: Here we use the index refinement algorithm discussed in Section V-B without the bundle size constraint. We filter out the bundles from the memory, based on each bundle’s freshness and size.
- **Partial Index, Bundle Limit**: Besides the bundle pool limitation caused by partial index, here we also restrict the bundle size. Later in the experiment figures, we use its abbreviation as ‘Bundle Limit’.

B. Performance of Provenance Discovery

Figure 7 displays the growth of in-memory bundles under different approaches. The baseline method has a linear growth. In the other two partial index approaches, the bundle pool limitation used is 10k. With the restriction of bundle pool size and the freshness, we find a sharp decline of bundle pool size at the initial stage. After then, the periodical refinement operations restrain the bundle count at a low level. In the third method, the additional provenance bundle size limitation leads to a slight increase of bundle count in memory.

The basic operation in provenance discovery is the connection alignment. Given an incoming micro-blog message, we find a suitable bundle, insert the message into this bundle and then align the message with a priori message. To test the accuracy of provenance discovery, we compare the outputs of message connections from each approach. In the baseline full index method, provenance information used is complete and the provenance bundle discovered is valid. We use its output as ground truth and compare the performance of the two other methods.

In the experiment, at each date check point, we collect all message connections from each method’s bundles as their corresponding output results. $E_0, E_1, E_2$ represent these message edge set respectively. Take the example of partial index approach(method 2), the provenance discovery performance can be measured as:

$$\text{accu}_1 = \frac{|E_1 \cap E_0|}{|E_1|}$$

It measures the proportion of the correct connections found by method 2.

Another facet of the performance is

$$\text{rel}_1 = \frac{|E_1 \cap E_0|}{|E_0|}$$

It reveals how much provenance information the new proposed partial approach can cover.
Performance of two method variants are displayed in Figure 8 respectively. We also add two bars in the lower part of the figures, which means the absolute count of valid edges found in these two methods.

In this experiment, the partial index has a comparable advantage over the bundle limit method. Both these two methods has a slight performance decline compared to baseline ground truth. The added bundle size limitation split some edge connections, which will be preserved in non bundle size limitation counterpart method.

The figures also demonstrate that the bundle distribution statistics of micro-blog messages are useful for provenance maintenance. The partial index strategy skips the isolated bundles which have little tendency to absorb new messages.

In Figure 10, we display two examples of extracted provenance bundles. Both of these two events occurred in Sept 2009. The left one is IBM’s CICS partner conference and the right one talks about a tsunami occurring at Sumatra, Indonesia. Red nodes are first messages respectively, and the following messages are connected through the provenance connection we discovered. These paths reveal the information propagation and development trails.

D. Memory Overhead and Time Cost

In Figure 11, we show the memory cost of different index approaches. The left figure displays the actual memory usage and right one shows message counts.

Inevitably, the simple method without limitation has a greedy memory usage increase with the coming of new messages. The other two partial index methods have usage at a steady level. They have comparable advantages over the baseline method. That is, 10M vs. 170M. To measure this memory metric independently of hardware configuration, we also include the message count in these provenance bundles. Similar results are revealed.

Next we present the time cost of different methods. With the growth of incoming messages, these three approaches all exhibit a linear time cost increase, which are shown in Figure 12. This is stable in most of actual settings. With the low

---

7Visit the demo site http://t.pku.edu.cn/tweet/bundle and input the above bundle id, check the bundle details.
memory overhead and time cost, the improved partial index variants gain a comparable provenance discovery performance.

Then we show the time consumption during different processing stages. In Figure 13, time cost of the three subsequent stages are calculated. The bundle match refers to finding a suitable bundle to insert the incoming new message. The message placement needs to align the new message with a suitable message node inside the selected bundle. The memory refinement is the cost of bundle pool refinement operation. Time cost in this figure means the accumulated value. All of these implementations have a linear growth and show steadiness over the incoming messages. This is probably caused by the well tuned summary index structure for provenance match and the compact provenance bundle module for message allocation.

To conclude this experiment, the proposed provenance indexing solution has several benefits. First, it avoids the overhead of extensive provenance annotation maintenance. A multi-level provenance collection design is efficient and also capable of satisfying most information needs. Second, The efficient in-memory processing unit are able to cope with the real-time incoming messages. This enables unaware delay of provenance monitoring. Third, the provenance index supporting query experiment shows grate advantages of rich retrieval information over single message based search paradigms.
enable collaborative data quality assessments. Inside bundles, we can develop the social provenance tools to investigated. By harnessing the user feedbacks and interaction on these provenance bundle and indexing structure could be future work ahead. For example, the provenance operators built micro-blog content management. There are some promising the advantages of this provenance indexing method for better

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a provenance based indexing approach for micro-blog message management. We define the provenance concept in micro-blog settings, which focuses on trails of message connections and development. In the actual implementation, we utilize a grouping strategy to represent provenance information. An indexing scheme is also adopted to support efficient provenance discovery in high volume micro-blog message stream.

Empirical experiments and the online demo demonstrate the advantages of this provenance indexing method for better micro-blog content management. There are some promising future work ahead. For example, the provenance operators built on these provenance bundle and indexing structure could be investigated. By harnessing the user feedbacks and interaction inside bundles, we can develop the social provenance tools to enable collaborative data quality assessments.
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